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FIVE AIRMEN RESCUED FROM SEA

Another complete crew of airmen to "force land'* in the sea round the

British Isles during June has Been rescued By the Air Sea Rescue Service,

From the Bombing raids against Germany which have taken place during June

the percentage of airmen who have Been forced into the sea on their return

Journey has Been very small, and of those who have crashed well over half

has Been saved.

Air sea rescue is a joint Royal Air Force and Naval service* The Royal
Air Force provide search aircraft and amphibians, which can land on the water

and so make a rescue, and also about half of the high speed launches. The

navy provide the other half of the high speed launches and operate in close

co-operation with the Royal Air Force and all of the surface craft both

naval and R.A.F.

This particular incident in which the whole crew of five of a Wellington

were rescued, is an example of the work of this dual service. Here is

the story:-

Early one morning this week, a Bomber, returning from a raid over Germany,
sent out an s.o.s. saying that she was damaged and would have to land on the

sea. This s,o,s* which gave her position as over 30 miles from the land, was

immediately passed from the receiving station to the appropriate combined

Naval and Royal Air Force headquarters. Within a few minutes search aircraft,

of Both Coastal and Bomber Command wore in the air, and simultaneously two

rescue launches - in this case they wore naval manned and wore on patrol for

this very purpose - were diverted to the position of the crash.

An aircraft of Bomber Command sighted the airmen in their dinghy shortly
after dawn. This aircraft and other search aircraft circled the dinghy

reporting the exact position which was over an hour's steaming from the two

launches. Naval and Royal Air Force officers in the Combined Headquarters
decided, since the weather was fine and calm, to ask Fighter Command to send

m amphibian, with fighter escort, which could land in the sea close to the

dinghy. Within a short time all five of the aircrew were saved By this

amphibian.


